This paper describes the construction of cortical metrics quantifying the probabilistic occurrence of gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid compartments in their correlation to the geometry of the neocortex as measured in 0.5-1.0 mm magnetic resonance imagery. These cortical profiles represent the density of the tissue types as a function of distance to the cortical surface. These metrics are consistent when generated across multiple brains indicating a fundamental property of the neocortex. Methods are proposed for incorporating such metrics into automated Bayes segmentation.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most striking macroscopic features of mammalian neuroanatomy is the gyral and sulcal patterning of the neocortex. Computational anatomists have been studying the shape and folding of the neocortex as well as the cortical mantle volume, thickness, and density directly, as the mantle is an important indicator of gray matter properties. At the macroscopic scale of 0.1-1 mm, which is currently routinely available via noninvasive imaging technologies, automated methods are being developed to aid the anatomist in constructing a 3-dimensional (3-D) volume representation of the cortical mantle, as well as a 2-dimensional (2-D) surface representation of the gray/white matter cortical surface and the midlayer 4 surface (see Dale and Sereno, 1993; Kapur et al., 1996; Thompson et al., 1996; Drury et al., 1996; van Essen et al., 1998; Valliant and Davatzikos, 1997; Teo et al., 1997; Bakircioglu et al., 1998; Bakircioglu et al., 1999; Joshi et al., 1999 , and the recent book of Toga, 1999, for example) . In all approaches, there are two central components to the analysis of the neocortex: (i) the construction of the 3-D neocortical mantle representing the positions of the gray matter connected voxels forming a highly curving structure, and (ii) the construction of a polygonal (perhaps triangulated) graph representing the 2-dimensional manifold of the midlayer 4 boundary, the gray/white matter boundary, or the gray/CSF boundary. These two components (i) and (ii) are linked in that the 2-dimensional manifold of the surface, and therefore its curving geometry, are determined by the variation, position, and density of the cortical mantle cells, manifested as gray matter at the macroscopic scale of current MRI imaging methods.
This intrinsic coupling forms the basis for the principal focus of this paper, the construction of frequency of occurrence metrics describing the 3-D neocortical mantle density and covariation of surrounding compartments, gray matter (G), white matter (W), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) spaces. We define metrics which are empirically constructed from the relative frequency of occurrence of the tissue compartments as a function of the associated 2-dimensional cortical manifold representing the cortical mantle. Herein these metrics are constructed for several gyri, including the prefrontal, cingulate, and superior temporal gyri. The metrics are treated as homogeneous across gyri; in general they should be expected to be indexed relative to their position in the cortical surface.
We present the methods for generating frequency of occurrence metrics on the covariation of the G, W, CSF compartments in 3-D MRI brain images as a function of location in the image with respect to the cortical surface geometry. Such probabilistic information characterizes statistical variations in the 3-D cortical mantle as manifested by density, volume, and thickness changes. Results from 14 human MRI-imaged gyrus volumes are shown.
METHODS

Bayes Segmentation and the Cortical Surface
Bayes segmentation. To construct the surface and volume segmentations we follow the procedure of Teo et al. (1997) and extended by Joshi et al. (1999) to accommodate tissue variation via mixture densities representing the gray, white, and CSF tissue types. Local recalibration is accomplished via the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm for fitting of the parameters of the mixture densities throughout the brain data, analogous to that in Kapur et al. (1996) . To study the geometry of gyrification, surfaces are generated to fit the gray/ white matter interface using isocontouring and active surface methods. We follow the procedure of Joshi et al. (1999) . Define image I : ⍀ 3 ‫ޒ‬ m a (perhaps vector-valued) function for multiple modalities defined on the coordinates x ʦ ⍀. Assume that ⍀ is a discrete lattice, with x n , n ϭ 1, . . . , N discrete voxels making up the coordinates of the image volume. Associate with each image I an anatomical label. Define h ʦ Ᏼ the space of anatomical labelings of the entire image, so that (1) Assume the simple statistical mixture model of conditional Gaussian data for I with compartment types MODEL Ϫ TYPES ϭ {G, W, CSF}, representing gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid, respectively, with means and variances n , n 2 a function of position n ϭ 1, . . . , N. Joshi et al. (1999) estimates n , n 2 locally as a function of position in the lattice so that the posterior-probability becomes (2) with (h) the prior distribution representing the relative amount of G, W, CSF compartments in the section. The optimal Bayes maximum a-posteriori segmentation of Joshi et al. (1999) for (h) conditionally independent over voxels generates the labels according to the following: 2 for each l, ĥ n ϭ arg max hnʦᏴ log p͑h n ͉I͒;
An example demonstrating the semiautomated calibration fits is shown in Fig. 1 . The top row shows the parameters for the G, W, CSF compartments of cingulate gyrus. The left panel shows the image data, the middle panel shows the sample fit via the EM algorithm to the histogram, and the right panel shows the segmented volume. The middle and bottom rows of Fig.  1 show the empirical estimates of the mean G, W compartment parameters estimated using the EM algorithm fitted as a function of section number from six of the gyri measured with whole brain MRI. The middle row shows data from the prefrontal gyrus (panels 1, 2) and cingulate gyrus (panel 3) from the laboratories of Drs. Kelly Botteron and John Csernansky, respectively. The bottom row shows data from the superior temporal gyrus. As is evident from the data, the variation of mean parameters is small over the volumes. This is consistent with our findings for MRI data which has been acquired with the most modern pulse sequences.
Surface generation. Once the statistics are estimated empirically, then the whole brain volumes are segmented using these statistics n , n 2 to locally fit the compartmental statistics using the Bayes segmentation algorithm. From the local parametric mixture model segmentation, isosurface generation is used to generate the triangulated graphs representing the cortical surface. For generating triangulated surfaces we use the isosurface generation algorithm by Gueziec and Hummel (1995) that uses tetrahedral decomposition. This algorithm is similar to the "Marching Cubes" algorithm (Lorensen and Cline, 1987) . The "Marching Cubes" algorithm has some inherent ambiguities that can result in surfaces that contain holes. The tetrahedral decomposition algorithm generates a tessellation of triangles for an isosurface of a given intensity. It decomposes each voxel (eight points) into five tetrahedra. The resulting surface is a triangulation made up of the triangles that bound these tetrahedra. This algorithm is used for all of the surfaces shown presented in this paper.
Shown in Fig. 2 are example embeddings of the generated surfaces in the image volumes and segmentations for the prefrontal gyrus. The figure shows axial (row 1) and coronal (row 2) sections of brain 760649002. Column 1 shows the embedding of the re- Note. The first row shows the names of the brains. The second row shows the distances for section by section fitting of the means and variances. The first five PF brains correspond to MRIs of the prefrontal gyrus; the next three C brains were taken from the cingulate gyrus; the next four T brains were taken from the superior temporal gyrus; and the last two D brains were taken from a subvolume of the superior temporal gyrus. Hand segmentations for the prefrontal gyrus were performed in the laboratory of Dr. Kelly Botteron; for the cingulate gyrus they were performed in the laboratory of Dr. John Csernansky. The hand segmentations of the superior temporal gyrus brains were done in our lab.
constructed surface in the whole brain MRI image volumes. Column 2 shows the embedding of the surface in the automated segmentation that it was generated from. Column 3 shows for comparison a surface generated from the hand generated segmentation, embedded in that segmentation. Data was taken from the laboratory of Dr. Kelly Botteron at Washington University.
Shown in Fig. 3 are a series of coronal sections for the pre-frontal gyrus 770613002. The top row shows the MRI brain image with the embedded surface depicted at the intersection of G, W compartments. The middle row shows the hand-generated contours at the G, W boundary in each of the sections for purpose of comparison. The bottom row shows the Bayes segmentation which were used for generating the surface shown embedded in the top row. Figure 4 shows the surfaces generated from the prefrontal gyrus. The top row shows four surfaces for the prefrontal gyrus generated via the automated segmentation and isocontouring algorithm for four brains. The bottom row shows the four surfaces generated from the hand segmentations of the prefrontal cortex. Notice the similarity of the reconstructed surfaces. Figure 5 shows coronal cross sections of cingulate gyrus s1003, with the solid line contours depicting the intersection of the automatically generated embedded surface with the subsection. The top row shows sections of the MRI image volume. The middle row shows the contours hand-generated at the G, W boundary in each of the sections for purpose of comparison. The bottom row shows the automatically generated segmentation overlaying the original MRI image which were used to generated the surface shown embedded in the top row.
Empirical Constructions of Cortical Thickness Metrics
We now describe methods for generating frequency of occurrence metrics of the cortical thickness, and of the occurrence of G, W, CSF compartments in MRI brain images as a function of cortical location. These metrics characterize the statistical frequency of occurrence of the three G, W, CSF compartments in MRIs of the neocortex. First a surface S is generated, which separates the G, W compartments. Then a boundary "shell" of voxels is constructed, which intersect the surface, marking all voxels in the filled region as interior voxels, and all voxels not in the boundary as exterior. For each exterior voxel, we compute the distance to the surface. Voxels in the boundary shell are considered to have a distance of zero from the surface. Histograms of G, W, CSF frequency of occurrence as a function of distance to the surface are calculated, maintaining separate histograms for G, W, CSF voxels. Using these histograms, we can compute the probability that a voxel at a given distance from the surface is G, W, CSF.
We denote these empirically generated probabilities as (h n ͉S), the probability of tissue type h n ʦ {G, W, CSF} occurring in voxel x n on the given surface S. We shall assume throughout that these prior distributions are homogeneous over a complete gyrus and only a function of the distance d( x n , S) between voxel x n and the surface, d being the set distance 
The surface nodes and image voxel nodes do not fall on the same grid. Therefore for all of the distances standard interpolation to center points of the voxel and the triangles are computed. Since both the number of voxels in the image space and the number of vertices in the surface are very large, it is time-consuming to compute the distance between every voxel and every vertex in the surface. Therefore, it is useful if we can examine only a subset of the surface vertices and still determine the distance from every voxel to the surface. For that reason, to compute the distances, we do not measure the distance between every voxel in the image and every vertex in the surface. Instead, we begin by placing the vertices into nx linked lists, where nx is the X-dimension of the image in voxels, with each list corresponding to one x-plane. To find the closest vertex to a voxel with x-coordinate x i , we measure the distance between the voxel and each vertex in the list corresponding to plane x i . We then do the same with x i Ϫ 1, x i Ϫ 2, . . . until the distance between plane x i and the current plane is greater than the distance to the closest vertex found so far. Next we examine plane x i ϩ 1, etc., until the distance between planes exceeds the distance to the closest vertex found so far. This vertex is the closest vertex to the voxel. That is described by the following algorithm:
Algorithm 1 (Distance Computation Algorithm)
1. Preprocessing: define nx subsurfaces by:
2. Given a voxel center c, set i ϭ c ⅐ x, j ϭ i Ϫ 1, k ϭ i ϩ 1: 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Quantifying Segmentation Accuracy
Joshi et al. (1999) examined the reliability of the Bayes mixture segmentation as compared to hand segmentations in the macaque. We have done the same here for the MRI volumes, in which all of the volumes were hand segmented. The prefrontal gyri were collected and hand segmented in Dr. Kelly Botteron's laboratory at Washington University. The cingulate gyri were collected and hand segmented in Dr. John Csernansky's laboratory at Washington University. For comparison we use the L 1 distance between hand and automated segmentations.
Assume an image contains N voxels, and let ᏹ be a manual segmentation of the image such that each of the M compartments is labeled with a tag from 1 to M (zero represents areas of the volume which are not segmented, for instance the background). Suppose that Ꮽ is an M compartment automated segmentation with the same labeling scheme as the reference manual segmentation. To measure agreement over a particular compartment or union of compartments in M, let p(h n ͉I) be the a posteriori probability of hypothesis h n occurring at voxel n, and let p ᏹ (h n ͉I) be the posteriori probability of hypothesis h n at voxel n for the manual segmentation. Generally, this will have a value of either 1 or 0, unless the manual rater assigns partial volume numbers to the compartment. The estimate of the average L 1 distance between the two segmentations over the set of interest becomes
Shown in Table 1 are the results of automated segmentations compared to hand segmentations. Notice across all of the gyri upwards of about 90% agreement are obtained. The first five correspond to the prefrontal gyri from Dr. Botteron at Washington University, the next three to the cingulate gyri from Dr. Csernansky at Washington University, the last four to subvolumes of the superior temporal gyrus measured at Washington University, and the last two to brains from Dr. Damasio at the University of Iowa. Table 2 shows the segmentation volumes of the G, W, CSF compartment volumes generated from the auto- mated and hand segmentations of the prefrontal, cingulate, and the superior temporal gyrus. Notice the excellent agreement between the hand segmentation volumes and the automated segmentation volumes.
Validating Surface Generation
To examine the accuracy of the automatically generated triangulated graph surfaces the set of brains were hand contoured. The hand drawn contours are generated using the Analyze software (http://www.mayo. edu/bir/), and were generated at the interface of G, W matter boundary in each of the sections in each of the brain. These hand generated contours are taken as the gold standard to which the automatic surface generation is compared. Shown in the middle rows of Figs generated embedded surface and the hand generated contours.
To validate the isosurface generation over all of the MRI brain volumes, these hand-generated contours are compared to the embedded surfaces. For each vertex on every contour a distance is calculated between it and the automatically generated isosurfaces constructed from the Bayes segmentation. These distances are generally in fractions of voxels. For each brain a histogram of distances are calculated. Shown in Fig. 6 are the histogram of distances calculated for the nine brains which were hand contoured.
Cortical Thickness Metrics
Travelling normal to the surface, white matter, gray matter and CSF occur in amounts that vary with the distance from the cortical surface. To compute the em- pirical covariation of the G, W, CSF compartments, we calculate by the above algorithm the relative frequency of each compartmental hypothesis. This gives a metric of density of each compartment as a function of distance from the surface. Figure 7 shows a phantom constructed to verify the method. Panel 1 shows a section through a series of concentric spheres modelling the gray/white/CSF compartments. The surface is defined at the interface of the gray/white compartments. Panels 2 and 3 show the exact probability profiles (panel 2) and the ideal probability profiles (panel 3) of the three compartments. The bottom row shows the ideal profiles superimposed over the actual profiles. Notice the accurate correspondence. The discrepancy results from interpolation over the voxel lattice. Figures 8 and 9 show a direct comparison of the Bayesian generated profiles (dashed line) and the hand generated profiles (solid line) of frequency of occurrence of white, gray, and CSF compartments as a function of distance from the gray/white matter boundary. Rows 1-4 of Fig. 8 show data from the prefrontal gyrus collected in the laboratory of Dr. Kelly Botteron of Washington University. Rows 1-3 of Fig. 9 show data from the cingulate gyrus from the laboratory of Dr. John Csernansky of Washington University. Row 4 shows data from the superior temporal gyrus. Figure 10 shows the conditional probabilities of occurrence of white, gray, CSF compartments as a function of distance in mm from the gray/white matter boundary. The top row shows three prefrontal gyri analyzed from the laboratory of Dr. Kelly Botteron of Washington University. The bottom row shows two cingulate gyri and one superior temporal gyrus from the laboratory of Dr. John Csernansky of Washington University. Given the empirical probability distributions, the Bayes segmentation can be used with the informative prior distribution.
Errors in Surface Generation
To demonstrate the importance of the segmentation accuracy for surface generation, Fig. 11 shows an example where the method produces large and consistent errors. The top two rows show sections 10, 20, 30, 40, and 60 of the temporal gyrus of brain 1504. The top row shows the surface embedded in the image volume; the middle row shows the automated segmentation; and the bottom row shows details from sections 20, 40, and 60 with the embedded segmentation. Note that the automatically generated surface does not accurately correspond to the G/W boundary in several places. White matter falls outside the surface in the upper right corner of slice 20; gray matter falls inside the surface in the bottom center and elsewhere in slice 60.
The rightmost panel of the bottom row shows the resulting distance between the hand generated contour and the automatically generated surface for brain s1504. Compare this with the graphs in Fig. 6 . Notice the spike in frequency at distance ϭ 1 mm, corresponding to the greater discrepancy between the hand and auto generated surfaces for this brain. The error distance graph for brain s1504 directly reflects the flaws in the automatically generated surface, increasing our confidence in the surface validation procedure.
